In this paper we shall consider the problem of differentiability of convolutions of continuous functions. This problem arose in connection with Mikusiñski's method of developing operational calculus and also in connection with differentiability of Fourier series. Mikusiñski considers the set C of all functions xQ) continuous for r^O. This is a linear space in which he introduces a multiplication x * y of two elements x, y by means of the convolution (A) ix*y)it) = I xit -s)yis)ds.
Jo
The commutative ring received in that way has, by a theorem of Titchmarsh, the property that x * y -0 if and only if either x = 0 or y = 0. Therefore, by a well-known theorem of algebra, it can be extended to a field P oí formal fractions w=x/y (y^O). If by / we denote the function lit) = 1 for / ^ 0, then we see that il*x)it) = I xis)ds.
Jo If x has continuous derivative then we have I * a»* -g -*(())/.
Denoting by p the element l/l, we have x' = px -*(0).
The derivative now is expressed in purely algebraic terms. Hence we may assume the right side of the equation as a definition of a generalized derivative. Now the derivative is defined for all continuous functions and coincides with the usual derivative in the case when it exists and, say, is continuous.
We see that some algebraic operations over continuous functions lead to differentiable functions ; for example, the operation I * x. Mikusiñski asked the question whether the operation x * x leads to a differentiable function (for t>0). The question was answered by Jarnik who has proved that there exists a continuous function x such that the convolution x * x is nowhere differentiable (except at the point i = 0). In this paper we shall prove more general theorems concerning that convolution.
In the theory of Fourier series we consider the convolution of periodical functions (B) (**y)(0 = f x(l -s)y(s)ds.
J o
This convolution has the property that if x(t) = £ <*»«*"» y(0 -S oaeinl n l» then (x*y)(t) = 2a-£ aAe<B'.
n Hence in this case theorems on nondifferentiability of convolution of continuous functions may be expressed as theorems concerning nondifferentiability of Fourier series of continuous functions.
1. We shall use the method of category to prove our theorems. Such a method of treatment of nondifferentiable functions is due to Banach who has shown using this method that the set of all nowhere differentiable functions is a residual one in the space of all continuous functions.
Let The sequence s" may be supposed to be convergent to a number SoEL Then we shall have I xit) -xiso) I á0 for * G I, t 9* sn, n -1, 2, • ■• •.
From the continuity of xit) on the interval I we get also that xit) = xiso) for all / E I.
Let us prove property (f). We have to show that the set of all xEX such that/(x) ^o, for a constant a, is closed in the space X. Let us take any sequence x" from the set and let xn converge to x in the space X.
We have /(*") á a.
Let «" be a sequence of positive numbers and let e" tend to zero. There must exist a sequence snEI such that
The sequence sn may be supposed to be convergent to a point SoEISince xn(t) tends to x(i) uniformly on the interval /, we have
From the continuity of x on the interval / we see that the last inequality holds for all tEI, which implies that f(x) g a.
To prove the last property let us prove the following lemma. Let x(t) be differentiable on an interval [s0, Si]. Let x(so) -x(si) = 0. Then, for any Soús^Sy either there exists Soút^Si different from s and such that x(t) =x(s), or the derivative x'(s) =0.
Proof. The function x(t) being continuous on the interval [s0, sx] assumes its maximum at a point h and its minimum at a point t2. Let us take any s from the interval [s0, si]. We may assume that st^So, st^Si and 0^x(s) ¿¿x(ti) and x(s) 7¿x(t2) as in any of the cases the condition of the lemma is satisfied. Therefore we may have either x(s) >0 or x(s) <0. Let us consider the first case. The second one can be considered in the same way. We have 0 = x(si) = x(so) < x(s) < x(li).
We see that 5 must belong either to the interval (s0, h) or to the interval (ty si). If 5 belongs to (s0, ti) then we can find a point t in the interval (ii, si) such that x(t)=x(s).
If s belongs to (ii, Si) then we shall find a point t in the interval (s0, ii) such that x(t) =x(s). The lemma is proved. To prove that/(x) has the last property it is enough to show that ,., ( I *(0 -*(') I tr-r .^. \ -J *(*> -»fo-1* i
for all s from the interval [s<_i, s<] . Consider the function and in the second one we have
But this proves that the inequality (i) must be satisfied. Since / is a lower semi-continuous functional on the space G and the operation y = x * • • ■ * x as an operation from G into itself is continuous (it follows from the inequality ||x * y\\ ¿2ir\\x\\ \\y\\), we get that the sets Fmn are closed. Hence to prove the theorem it is sufficient to show that no set Fmn has interior points. We have *=(r/2||x||)xGi^(0, r) for x^O, and from the linearity of the convolution x * y with respect to each variable x, y and from the homogeneity of the functional /, we see that and finally that for M= (2/r)nd f(x*x* ■ ■ ■ *x) g M\\x\\n.
This inequality should hold for all xECi (it obviously holds when *=0).
Now we see that in order to prove that the set Fmn has no interior points it is sufficient to show that the condition of the lemma is not satisfied. Let x be cos(kt). We have cos(kt) = %eikt+\e~ikt. Hence But this is impossible. Thus the set F is contained in a set which is the union of a countable collection of closed sets none of which has interior points. This means that the set E is residual in the space G. This corollary follows from the fact that a residual set is dense in the space, so there has to exist a point xEE such that \\x-x\\ <r.
Similarly one can prove the following theorem. The proof of the theorem we leave to the reader.
If functions x and y satisfy Holder's condition with powers a and ß respectively and a+ß> 1, then the convolution x * y is everywhere differentiable. We shall prove a theorem which shows that it cannot happen in general if the sum of the powers is less than 1. Let H" denote the set of all functions xECi such that they satisfy Holder's condition with all powers /3>0 less than a. H" may be considered as an F-space if we introduce in it semi-norms by the formula " ..
(!*(/) -xis)\ 1 , .
Ml» " Sup { \t-s\h : * * 7 + • *(0) ' '
where p\» is an increasing sequence of positive numbers tending to a. form a base of neighborhoods of the point x in the space H". Therefore to prove the proposition it is enough to show that every such set contains a function which satisfies Lipschitz's condition.
Let ßn+i-ßn -y and let Ô be so small that This condition is not satisfied. As before it is enough to consider the functions
In the same way we may prove a stronger theorem. where C is a positive number. By Proposition 1 property (g) this implies that fk(yP) tends to infinity when p tends to infinity and the lemma is proved.
